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ABSTRACT

The current F/A-18 data reduction/analysis system is incapable of meeting
increased customer demands. A new system has been developed and is based
on new technologies. In the process of developing the new system, the design
team had to divorce themselves from the current system and consider what the
ideal system would consist of. This was accomplished with great success in the
areas of timeliness of data turn around, customer satisfaction, and increased
efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

The F/A-18 aircraft is in the process of some major capability improvement at the
Naval Air Warfare Center - Weapons Division located at China Lake, California.
The new data reduction and analysis requirements had completely overwhelmed
the current data reduction/analysis system. It was the task of the systems support
branch to upgrade the current system to meet the new requirements. Due to
developments in technology, the current system was not upgraded, but was
replaced with a new system and the old way of doing business was replaced with
a new attitude to take advantage of modern technology and to exceed customer
requirements.



BODY

THE CURRENT SYSTEM

The current system used to process F/A-18 data has been in place for over six
years.

This system is depicted in Figure 1. The system consists of a home grown
digitizer which can process one data source at a time and a host computer used
to execute data reduction software. No engineering units are determined during
the digitization process. MIL-STD-1553 data is run through a series bit syncs and
then into a merger/formatter unit. To enable flight recording for one hour, the 1553
data is split into two streams on the airborne recorder. The Merger/formatter unit
reconverts the data into a single stream. PCM data is run, one data source at a
time, through bit syncs and series decommutators. The data is then recorded on 9
track tapes or transferred to disk via Direct Memory Access (DMA) through a VAX
computer. After the digitization of the tape is complete, various programs are run
to determine engineering units. These programs vary depending on the data type
being processed and the type of output that is required. The programs, like the
digitizer, process data sources one at a time. After the engineering units are
determined, various programs are run to generate the desired output. All digitized
data and outputs are also backed up on 9-track tapes for long term storage.

FIGURE 1 - CURRENT F/A-18 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM



The current process of reducing data starts with that of a data request. It is the
responsibility of the Flight Test Engineer (FTE) to coordinate with the
instrumentation group to ensure all required data sources are recorded during the
flight. The FTE’s determine requirements and the instrumentation group
implements the configuration needed to support the flight test activity.

- After the aircraft has landed, the instrumentation tape is removed and brought to
the data reduction facility, where it is dropped off at the flight test data center. The
flight test data center is the central point of all raw data collection and of data
requests.

- The tape is then logged and given to the digitizers for on site storage.

- Once a data request is received from the flight test engineer, the flight test data
center forwards the request to both the digitizers and the data technicians.

- Due to the time required to digitize an entire tape, tapes are only digitized for the
requested data sources and times.

- After the digitization is complete, the data technician is notified and they can start
executing the software needed to process the data.

- Once the request has been met, the flight test engineer is notified and the data is
forwarded for analysis.

It must be stressed that this process is manual in nature and much
communication is either accomplished in person or by telephone within the data
reduction facility.

THE NEW SYSTEM

The new system consists of an EMR 8715 multistream decommutator which can
process 14 tracks of data concurrently, a computer used to perform data reduction
and data processing, and a mass storage device. The system is depicted in
figure 2. Engineering units can be determined at the time of digitization. The data
is automatically transferred to disk via the host computer. The one system
processes both MIL-STD-1553 data and PCM data, so there are no other
components required. Additionally, the instrumentation group at the Naval Air
Warfare Center - Weapons Division developed a Full Bus Split Track Merger
which merges up to four busses of split track MIL-STD-1553 data into one serial
stream. This decreased the cost of the multistream processor because it
eliminated the need for 8 additional decommutation cards. After the data is



digitized, a data processing package is used to produce the desired output. This
process can either be accomplished by the data technician or by the FTE.
Additionally, variables from different data sources can be displayed at once on
one tab or plot. If the digitized data is in HEX format, the data processing package
can create engineering units without going back to the digitizer. This is especially
useful since some flight test engineers require MIL-STD-1553 HEX data for their
analysis. All digitized data is then backed up onto a mass storage device which
can store over 500 Gbytes of data. This device can also be accessed remotely via
ethernet by any user on the system.

The process of reducing data for the new system is similar in nature to the current
process, but is much more efficient. The tape and data requests are still sent to
the flight test data center and logged. However, due to the increase of flight
activity, those requests are now tracked in an automated data base system which
all workers have access.

- The data request is logged into the system and separate requests are made
electronically. The digitizers know what needs to be digitized and its priority. As
soon as the tape is digitized the digitizers notify the system the the request is
complete.

- The data technicians then know that they can either process the data on the
request and a software front end is then used to convert the data requested into
the required format for the data processing package. The data can now be stored
for interactive use or analysis reports can be generated by the data technician.

- The output is then given to the FTE or the FTE is notified if he wishes to look at
the data interactively with the data processing package.

The data base also can provide statistics as to response time for each task, the
number of requests for each flight, and the number of times a particular request
had to be repeated for whatever reason.

THE CONCEPT

The current system has been in place for some time. Due to the technology
improvements in the data reduction/analysis industry, new systems which were
only dreams a few years ago are reality today. Some people remember the days
when one used thumb wheels to set up bit syncs and decoms.

The first thing done was to totally divorce the design team from the current system
and look to the future. It is difficult to give up that comfort factor of the tried and



true and move on, but it had to be done if advantage was to be taken of the new
technology.

The second thing done was to conceptually design the ideal data
reduction/analysis system pretending that anything needed was available. It was
decided that the system should be able to digitize and convert all data on the flight
tape concurrently.

Third, the data should be accessible by the analyst in a simple fashion and should
be available as soon as digitization was complete. If the analysts wanted to look at
HEX data, he should have a way to convert the raw data into engineering units
without having to redigitize the tape.

Fourth, the data should be stored in such a way that anyone can access the data
without having to go through computer operators for restoration.

Lastly, the requests on the data reduction team should be automated to reduce
human error. This system should also be able to determine statistics to reduce
bottlenecks and inefficiency of the process used to reduce data.

Once the system was conceptually designed, different options for implementation
were explored. It soon became clear that the hardware aspect of data reduction
and analysis has clearly given out to software. The days of tweakers are coming
to an end.

This was difficult to fathom as this is a great change from what most have grown
up with and know but the task has been accomplished.

IMPROVEMENTS

The current system that is being replaced is very cumbersome and inefficient. The
new system is in the final stages of being implemented and results are excellent.

- The time required to process flight data, especially when data from all sources
for the entire flight time are required used to take over 12 hours. The new system
can accomplish the task in less than 4 hours.

- The automation of the request process has reduced the number of operator
errors significantly. Historical data has also shown bottlenecks in the procedures
used to reduce the data. The procedures have been changed and the historical
data base has been used to verify improvements.



- The users can look at data interactively with minimal system training and little
effort. This has yielded a more effective analytical team as users can look at what
they want to as they need to with little difficulty. Additionally, the users have
become involved with the development process and improvement process as they
are part of the data reduction team to some degree. This has lead to a general
increase in customer satisfaction and the “we verses them” attitude has changed
significantly.

- The costs required for the production of data products has decreased
significantly. At the time demand for data products from the new system has more
than doubled and is continually increasing. Consequently, the manning level
required for the new system is the same as the system being replaced.

- The mass storage device, though newly installed, has proven to be of benefit.
The users no longer have to ask for data and then wait for the restoration. They
can access files and those files are transferred to disk via ethernet.

CONCLUSION

The new system is meeting, and in most cases, is exceeding customer
requirements. Proof of this is in customer satisfaction. Nine months ago, there
were two users interested in using this system still on the drawing board. Once the
system was in place, the customer base increase to over 20 people in a period of
three months. Through word of mouth, other projects want to use the system and
in industry terms, production of the new reduction/analysis capabilities cannot
keep up with customer demand. The key was to work with the customer, provide a
simple and reliable system (from the FTE standpoint), and to back that up with a
superior level of service and immediate response to customer inquiries. We have
accomplished this task


